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Organization of Slavery in America and the World
The Slavery in America and the World collection homepage features a detailed introduction from the collection’s editor-in-
chief, Paul Finkelman. Documents are organized by title and by type.

This HeinOnline collection brings together a multitude of essential legal materials on slavery in the United 
States and the English-speaking world. This includes every statute passed by every colony and state on 

slavery, every federal statute dealing with slavery, and all reported state and federal cases on slavery. This 
collection is FREE for anyone with an interest in the topic. Registration is required.

Database Includes:

• More than 1,100 titles
• Judicial cases
• Slavery statutes
• UNC Press titles
• Periodicals
• Scholarly articles
• Bibliography of related works
• Links to external resources
• Quick finder tool, which locates      
         documents based on their position on   
 slavery, type, jurisdiction and topic
• Editor’s picks selected by Paul Finkelman

Browse the database using the A to Z title index in the All Titles subcollection or choose a subcollection based on content type.

Featured Subcollections
Most HeinOnline collections feature All Titles, Periodicals, Scholarly Articles, Bibliography, and External Links subcollections. In 
addition to these, Slavery in America and the World features several unique and document-specific subcollections.

Judicial Cases
Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery and the Negro is a well-known set edited by Helen Tunnicliff Catterall. Browse the five 
volumes using the + symbols next to each volume number, or search the title using the search bar located above the contents. 
View the image-based PDF of the original material by clicking on any volume.

http://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?collection=slavery&set_as_cursor=clear
http://home.heinonline.org/access-registration/
http://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?index=alpha/A_slavery&collection=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?index=slaveryp&collection=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/SlaveryArticles?collection=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/Biblio?collection=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?index=slaveryexlinks&collection=slavery


In addition to the Catterall set, U.S. Supreme Court and other federal cases pertaining to slavery have been included in this 
subcollection. U.S. Supreme Court cases are organized by year range, and federal cases are broken out by each circuit, district, or 
superior court. Click any year range (or year from within each federal court’s listing) to display a list of slavery-related cases. Click 
a case title to access its full text.

Slavery in America and the World 

Slavery Statutes
Slavery in America and the World 
includes every statute passed by 
the federal government, as well 
as every colony and state, on 
slavery. Click United States or any 
of the state options to view a list 
of statutes for each category. The 
United States category is broken 
down by major and other laws, 
and each state is broken down by 
assembly and session. Click any 
law to view a PDF version of the 
original full-text act.

University of North Carolina Press (UNC Press) Titles

Thanks to an agreement with UNC Press, Slavery in America and the World features 50 full-color, current titles related to slavery. For 
more than ninety years, the University of North Carolina Press has earned national and international recognition for quality books 
and the thoughtful way they are published. A fundamental commitment to publishing excellence defines UNC Press, made possible 
by the generous support of individual and institutional donors who created its endowment.

http://www.uncpress.unc.edu/browse/page?section_name=About+Us
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Slavery Quick Finder

Unique Tools & Features

Paul Finkelman, along with Hein’s editorial staff, categorized each book and pamphlet within the collection based on four 
factors. The Slavery Quick Finder, located in the All Titles subcollection, enables users to locate documents based on the 
document’s position on slavery, document type, jurisdiction, and topic. For instance, selecting position: anti-slavery, document 
type: cases and trials, jurisdiction: United States, and topic: Fugitive Slave Act produces several results:

Also, browse the All Titles subcollection to 
view a comprehensive list of available books 
and pamphlets. Each document’s position on 
slavery, document type, jurisdiction, and topic(s) 
can be found to the right of each title.

Editor’s Picks

Look for gold star symbols throughout Slavery in America and the World. These indicate titles selected by Paul Finkelman as 
some of the most important titles found in the collection. Clicking on a gold star will open an in-depth explanation of the title’s 
significance. 

Get to Know Paul

Paul Finkelman is an expert on American legal history, constitutional law, race and 
the law, slavery, and much more. He’s been cited by the U.S. Supreme Court for his 
scholarship on racial equality and affirmative action, religious monuments in public 
spaces, and public prayer and the Second Amendment. He also appeared as the 
chief expert witness in the Alabama Ten Commandments monument case and in the 
lawsuit over Barry Bonds’ 73rd home run ball.

http://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?index=alpha/A_slavery&collection=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/Slavery?collection=slavery&slavery_topic=Fugitive%20Slave%20Act&slavery_position=Anti-slavery&slavery_doctype=Cases%20and%20Trials&slavery_jurisdiction=United%20States&collection_true=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?index=alpha/A_slavery&collection=slavery
http://heinonline.org/HOL/AuthorProfile?action=edit&search_name=Finkelman%2C%20Paul&collection=journals
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HeinOnline, a product of William S. Hein & Co., Inc.
2350 North Forest Rd., Getzville, NY 14068
(800) 277-6995 | holsupport@wshein.com

For help navigating and searching in HeinOnline, contact our support team via email at 
holsupport@wshein.com, through Live Chat, or by phone at (800) 277-6995.

Search the full text of all documents and metadata 
included in the database using the main search bar, 
located at the top of the page. 

TIP:  Click the Search Help 
link from beneath the main 
search bar to expand a list 
of commonly used search 
syntax and suggested 
search strategies. There is 
also a link to the Advanced 
Search Syntax guide 
available in this box.

Search results can be refined using the facets on the 
left side of the page. Terms matching search criteria 
are highlighted in yellow. Use the tools located on the 
right side of each search result to download, print, or 
email the material, or save any document to a MyHein 
personal research account.

Click any document’s title to view the image-based 
PDF.

Searching in Slavery in America and the World

The Advanced Search tool will enable users to perform a more specific search. For example, search for slave* AND abolish* in 
Slavery Statutes.

Register for Access

Visit home.heinonline.org/slavery to learn more about this 
remarkable database. Register for access at http://home.
heinonline.org/access-registration/. View the brochure, read the 
full introduction, or access the complete list of titles.

Special Thank You

William S. Hein & Co., Inc. and HeinOnline would like 
to thank the Buffalo & Erie County Public Library for 
its significant and generous contribution of more than 
650 titles to the content of Slavery in America and the 
World: History, Culture & Law. 

Contribute to the Project

mailto:holsupport@wshein.com
http://home.wshein.com/contact-us/#LiveChat
http://heinonline.org/HeinDocs/AdvancedSearchSyntax.pdf
http://heinonline.org/HeinDocs/AdvancedSearchSyntax.pdf
http://heinonline.org/HeinDocs/MyHeinUsersGuide.pdf
http://home.heinonline.org/slavery/
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http://heinonline.org/HOL/FeedBack?action=slavery_new&collection=slavery

